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Abstrat
This paper deals with two topis: the generation of inoherent pairs in two beam-
beam simulation programs, Guinea-Pig and CAIN, and the inuene of the ILC
beam parameter hoies on the bakground in the miro-vertex detetor (VD)
indued by diret hits. One of the proesses involved in inoherent pair reation
(IPC) is equivalent to a four fermions interation and its ross setion an be
alulated exatly with a dediaded generator, BDK. A omparison of Guinea-Pig
and CAIN results with BDK allows to identify and quantify the unertainties on
IPC bakground preditions and to benhmark the Guinea-Pig alulation. Based
on this simulation and dierent VD designs, the ve urrently suggested ILC beam
parameter sets have been ompared regarding IPC bakground indued in the VD
by diret IPC hits. We emphasize that the high luminosity set, as it is urrently
dened, would onstrain both the hoies of magneti eld and VD inner layer
radius.
1
1 Introdution
Guinea-Pig
1
[1℄ and CAIN [2℄ are programs dediated to simulating the beam-beam
interation in high-energy e
+
e
 
linear olliders suh as ILC
2
and CLIC
3
. Reliable and
eÆient omputing tools are important to predit the luminosity and to study the bak-
grounds from seondary partiles produed in the ollisions, in order to optimize the
design of both the mahine and detetors. In the framework of the EuroTeV Design
Study
4
, a omplete study, benhmarking and improvement of Guinea-Pig is under way,
in ollaboration with the team working on CAIN.
In this note, a study of the prodution of seondary e
+
e
 
pairs reated through the
inoherent sattering of synhrotron radiation indued in the beam-beam interation,
so alled beamstrahlung, is presented. An important objetive is to probe the realism
of the preditions for the small fration of suh pairs whih an reah the miro-vertex
detetor (VD). For large enough rates, the indued bakgrounds an signiantly onfuse
the pattern reognition for assoiating hits in the VD, and hene lead to redued impat
parameter resolution for the traks involved. The aims of the study are to identify and
assess:
 the intrinsi theory unertainty in the predition; for this, the three physial pro-
esses whih ontribute to e
+
e
 
pair prodution are investigated and ompared for
the dierent settings available in Guinea-Pig and CAIN. An additional dediated
four-fermion event generator, BDK [3℄, based on a dierent theoretial approah,
has also been used for one of the physial proesses,
 the hanges in rates reahing the VD for the dierent ILC beam parameter sets [4℄
proposed as alternatives to the nominal referene, and for the most relevant design
parameters of the three detetor onepts presently under study [5, 6, 7℄.
2 Inoherent Pair Creation Proesses
Following the emission of beamstrahlung photons, e
+
e
 
pairs are produed both by
oherent (CPC) and inoherent pair reation (IPC) proesses. The CPC proess onsists
of the interation of the beamstrahlung photons with the olletive eletromagneti eld
of the opposite beam, while the IPC pairs arise from the interation of both real or
virtual photons from eah beam with individual partiles of the other beam. For ILC
running energies up to 1 TeV in the enter of mass, the oherent prodution proess is
negligible ompared to the inoherent one.
Three main physial proesses are responsible for IPC, refered to respetively as Breit-
Wheeler (BW), Bethe-Heitler (BH) and Landau-Lifshitz (LL). Two real photons interat
in the BW proess, a real and a virtual in the BH proess and two virtual ones in the LL
proess. The real photons are from the beamstrahlung and virtual ones an be pitured
as an o-shell photon loud aompanying eah high-energy beam eletron or positron.
1
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While both Guinea-Pig and CAIN use the expliit leading-order ross-setion alulation
for the BW proess, an approximation is used for the proesses involving virtual photons,
alled the Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA). This approximation treats virtual
photons as real ones by onvoluting an equivalent spetrum for the virtual photons with
the ross setion for the real-real ase. These photons are treated as being real as long as
their virtuality remains below an upper limit, above whih they are ignored. This upper
limit, Q
2
max
, is xed to the eletron mass squared, m
2
e
, in CAIN whereas Guinea-Pig
oers the hoie between m
2
e
, m
2
e
+ p
2
?
, the transverse mass squared of the nal state
and s=4, half of the invariant mass squared. The latest hoie is reommended and used
by default in Guinea-Pig. More details an be found in [1, 8℄.
Two important phenomena must be taken into aount in the prodution of seondary
pairs from the beam-beam interation: deetions due to the eletromagneti eld of
the opposite beam and the so-alled \beam-size eet".
 Eletromagneti deetions: Most pairs are produed with very small angles along
the beam axis. Half of them are emitted in the diretion opposite to the beam
of same harge and are onsequently defoused while those following the diretion
of the beam of same harge are foused. The resulting eet is shown both in
gures 1 and 2. A lear aumulation at large transverse momenta an be seen.
Eletromagneti deetions however don't aet the energy spetrum or the overall
prodution ross setion. An additional eet whih arises from eletromagneti
deetions is a suppression of virtual photon emissions at small angles.
 Suppression from nite beam size: The virtuality of the quasi-real photons involved
in two of the IPC proesses implies some spatial indeterminay. For the smallest
virtual photon transverse momenta, this quantum unertainty on their loalization
an exeed the physial sizes of the tightly foused olliding beams. A suppression
of the ross setion for small transverse momentum virtual photons is expeted
from this and onsequently a redution in pair prodution rates [9℄.
2.1 Comparison of Guinea-Pig and CAIN
Input parameters and options
Table 1 gives the values of the beam parameters for several ILC design optimisations
under onsideration[4℄. The Amerian version of the old aelerator design (USSC) has
been used to ompare Guinea-Pig and CAIN. A ut of 5 MeV is applied on the energy
of the produed IPC eletron or positron. The default settings of Guinea-Pig and CAIN
are rstly used:
 the suppression eet from the nite beam size is ativated in both programs.
 The virtual-photon suppression eet due to the eld of the opposite beam is
turned o.
 The maximum virtuality sale allowed in pair prodution proesses is set to the
eletron mass and to half the enter of mass energy of the sattering, respetively
in CAIN and Guinea-Pig.
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Figure 1: P
t
distribution of the pairs before (empty histogram) and after (solid his-
togram) eletromagneti deetions from the opposite beam.
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Figure 2: P
t
versus  distributions for IPC partiles before (left-hand plot) and after
(right-hand plot) eletromagneti deetions from the opposite beam.
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TESLA USSC Nominal Low Q Large Y Low P High Lum
E
m
[GeV℄ 500 500 500 500 500 500 500
N [10
10
℄ 2 2 2 1 2 2 2
Nb 2820 2820 2820 5640 2820 1330 2820

x
[mm℄ 15.0 15.0 21.0 12.0 10.0 10.0 10.0

y
[mm℄ 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2

x
[10
 6
mrad℄ 10.0 9.6 10.0 10.0 12.0 10.0 10.0

y
[10
 6
mrad℄ 0.030 0.040 0.040 0.030 0.080 0.035 0.030

x
[nm℄ 554 543 655 495 495 452 452

y
[nm℄ 5.0 5.7 5.7 3.5 8.1 3.8 3.5

z
[m℄ 300 300 300 150 500 200 150
Table 1: Beam parameters for dierent ILC design optimisations under onsideration.
All the results are given for one bunh rossing.
Qualitatively speaking, CAIN and Guinea-Pig give very similar results. Energy spetra
are shown in gure 3 for BW, BH and LL proesses, and show a very good agreement
between the two simulations. One notes that the mixed proess is largely dominant
whereas the real-real proess represents only a few perent of the total prodution.
Similar onlusions hold for the (P
t
; ) spetra obtained with both programs (see gure 4
and the plot on the left-hand side of gure 2).
The ross setions
5
and the orresponding numbers of seondary eletrons produed
per bunh rossing for eah IPC proess are given in table 2 in the ase of the USSC
parameters. CAIN predits about 12% less partiles than Guinea-Pig. This omes
entirely from the proesses whih involve virtual photons, espeially the virtual-virtual
one for whih one nds a 20% dierene.
2.2 Comparison with BDK for the Landau-Lifshitz proess
BDK is a Monte-Carlo event generator for four fermion proesses in e
+
e
 
interations
whih is based on omplete alulations with leading-order massive matrix elements
for all relevant eletroweak diagrams involved. The results for the e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 
e
+
e
 
proess obtained in Guinea-Pig and CAIN an be ompared with BDK as a test of the
Equivalent Photon Approximation used in the two beam-beam simulations.
To perform this test, one has to turn o the ross setion suppression from the nite
beam size, used by default in Guinea-Pig and CAIN and look at the distributions of pair
spae variables before their deetion. In BDK, in order to generate the same phase
spae as in Guinea-Pig and CAIN, the square of the invariant mass of the produed
pairs is lowered down to 10
 6
GeV
2
, orresponding to the threshold for eletron-pair
prodution.
5
For the two proesses involving real photons, BW and BH, the quoted ross setions should be
understood as eetive ones.
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Figure 3: Log-energy spetra for the three inoherent pair reation proesses modeled in
Guinea-Pig (left plot) and CAIN (right plot).
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Figure 4: Transverse momentum, Pt, versus polar angle, , for e

from IPC proesses
modeled in CAIN.
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Guinea-Pig CAIN
Cross Setion (mb)
All proesses 58:0 50:7
Breit-Wheeler 1:05 1:04
Bethe-Heitler 37:7 34:5
Landau-Lifshitz 19:2 15:2
Total number of eletrons and positrons per bunh rossing with L = 1.82 b
 1
All proesses 105500 92300
Breit-Wheeler 1900 1900
Bethe-Heitler 68600 62800
Landau-Lifshitz 35000 27700
Table 2: Number of partiles and (eetive) ross setions for eah IPC proess in
Guinea-Pig and CAIN.
The log-energy, transverse momentum and polar angle distributions of the IPC partiles
produed through the Landau-Lifshitz proess are shown in gures 5 and 6, respetively.
Table 3 gives the ross setions for the pairs produed through all proesses, without
the suppression from the nite beam size. Comparing with the results in table 2, for
whih this eet was inluded, one an see that the redution indued amounts to about
40% and that it of ourse only is present for proesses involving virtual photons. Both
Guinea-Pig and CAIN predit Landau-Lifshitz ross setions in broad agreement with
BDK, with Guinea-Pig being the losest.
 (mb) Guinea-Pig CAIN BDK
All proesses 101 89:5 -
Breit-Wheeler 1:01 1:11 -
Bethe-Heitler 66:3 61:7 -
Landau-Lifshitz 33:9 26:7 31:8
Table 3: Cross setions for inoherent pair prodution without nite beam-size suppres-
sion eets in Guinea-Pig, CAIN and BDK
2.3 Event rates in the Miro-Vertex Detetor
A small fration of the eletrons and positrons produed through IPC proesses an reah
the miro-vertex detetor (VD). The orresponding rates are omputed for a detetor
onsisting of ve ylindrial layers [5℄, L
i
, i = 1   5, with the following lengths, ` and
radii, r:
`
1
= 100 mm; `
2 5
= 250 mm;
r
1
= 15 mm; r
2
= 26 mm; r
3
= 37 mm; r
4
= 48 mm; r
5
= 60 mm:
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Figure 5: Log-energy spetrum for the Landau-Lifshitz proess in Guinea-Pig (upper
line), CAIN (lower thin line) and BDK (dashed line).
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Figure 6: Log-Pt (left plot) and polar angle (right plot) distributions for the Landau-
Lifshitz proess in Guinea-Pig and BDK (dashed line).
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To determine if a partile with transverse momentum P
t
and prodution angle 
0
trav-
elling in a magneti eld B reahes the VD, the helix equation is used:
r(z) = r
0
p
2(1  os(z)); (z) =
z
r
0
tan
0
;
with
r
0
[m℄ = 3:33Pt[GeV=℄=B[T ℄;
where r(z) is the distane in meters to the beam axis at the absissa z. The magneti
eld is set to 4 T and the USSC parameters are still used.
Figure 7 highlights the region in the two-dimensional (P
t
; ) distribution orresponding
to pairs whih an reah the VD. The minimum transverse momentum and polar angle
involved is found to be Pt > 5MeV and  > 10
Æ
.
This region is fortunately outside of the beam-beam deetion indued aumulation
zone, for the beam parameters onsidered. The orresponding P
t
and  are not a onse-
quene of the eletromagneti deetions, but arise intrinsially in the IPC proess, as
shown in gure 8.
It is important to note that the ranges in P
t
and  shown in gure 7, orresponding
to pairs whih an reah the VD, depend both on the VD geometrial design (for )
and on the detetor magneti eld (for P
t
). On the other hand, the exat loation of
the beam-beam deetion indued aumulation zone depends on the hosen ILC beam
parameters. These onsiderations will be developed further in setion 3.
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Figure 7: Distribution of P
t
versus  for eletrons from IPC proesses. The region or-
responding to partiles reahing the VD (irles) is indiated with the two
dashed lines for the detetor onguration desribed in the text. A thik dot-
ted line highlights the edge of the beam-beam deetion indued aumulation
zone.
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Figure 8: Distribution of P
t
versus  for eletrons from IPC proesses reahing the VD,
before eletromagneti deetions (triangles) and after (irles).
 (b) Guinea-Pig CAIN BDK
All proesses 64:1 5:9 37:4 4:5 -
60.5  6.0 36.5  4.5 -
Breit-Wheeler 8:2 2:1 6:4 1:9 -
10.3  2.4 7.0  2.0 -
Bethe-Heitler 26:6 3:8 20:9 3:3 -
20.5  3.3 16.6  3.0 -
Landau-Lifshitz 29:3 4:0 10:2 2:3 -
29.7  4.0 13.4  2.7 37:5 5:3
Table 4: Cross setions for the pair bakground reahing the VD predited by Guinea-
Pig, CAIN and BDK, with (upper lines) and without (lower lines) the \beam
size eet".
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Table 4 gives the ross setion of the pair bakground reahing the VD predited by
Guinea-Pig and CAIN, with (upper lines) and without (lower lines) the expeted sup-
pression from the nite beam size. It an be seen that the beam size eet has little
inuene on the bakground rates in the VD (within statistial utuations). Ativating
the virtual-photon suppression eet due to the opposite beam eld has also been tried
(instead of the beam size eet, to avoid potential double ounting) and leads to a VD
bakground redution of the order of 10%.
There is at least a 40% dierene between CAIN and Guinea-Pig for the total number
of IPC partiles reahing the VD. A omparison with BDK for the Landau-Lifshitz
proess indiates that CAIN seems to underestimate the orresponding rate by a fator
3, whereas Guinea-Pig is in good agreement.
2.4 Origin of the dierene between CAIN and Guinea-Pig
This dierene between CAIN and Guinea-Pig an be traed to the dierent hoies
made in the two programs for the maximum virtuality, Q
max
, used in the equivalent
photon spetrum (see setion 2). Table 5 shows this: if Q
max
is set to m
e
in Guinea-Pig
instead of the default value, one obtains 
all
= 32:0 b and 
LL
= 9:7 b for the bak-
ground reahing the VD, whih is indeed onsistent with the results from CAIN (see
tables 2 and 4).
Guinea-Pig 
e
+
e
 
(mb) 
V D
(b)
All proesses 51:8 32:0 4:3
Breit-Wheeler 1:09 5:7 1:8
Bethe-Heitler 35:2 16:5 3:1
Landau-Lifshitz 15:6 9:7 2:4
Table 5: Cross setions for inoherent pair prodution, 
e
+
e
 
, and for the pair bak-
ground reahing the VD, 
V D
, predited by Guinea-Pig, with the \beam size
eet" ativated and using Q
max
= m
e
for the maximum virtuality in the equi-
valent photon spetrum instead of the default value.
In order to assess the importane of utting events with photon virtualities beyond a
ertain value as part of the equivalent photon approximation, the virtuality spetrum
generated in Guinea-Pig, using the default running option Q
2
max
= s=4 and no beam size
eet, was extrated and ompared with that whih an be reonstruted from BDK
events using the following equation:
Q
2
= (P
i
  P
s
)
2
' m
2
e
(2  (E
i
=E
s
+ E
s
=E
i
)os)  2E
i
E
s
(1  os); with  << 1;
where P
i;s
= (E
i;s
; ~p
i;s
) are the four-momenta of the inident and sattered eletrons and
 the sattering angle. The omparison is shown in gure 9, where the position of the
eletron mass is also indiated.
A muh better agreement between the spetra in Guinea-Pig and BDK an be seen
with the Guinea-Pig default hoie for the maximum photon virtuality ut, at half the
invariant mass of the proess, than when setting it to m
e
as in CAIN.
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Figure 9: Comparison of Guinea-Pig and BDK (dashed thik line) photon virtuality
spetra. The vertial dashed line indiates the position of the eletron mass.
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Figure 10: Q

1
versus Q

2
in BDK simulation. The highlighted points orrespond to
events with pair partiles reahing the VD. The dashed lines indiate the
position of the eletron mass.
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Figure 10 shows the virtualities of the two photons involved in the LL proess, reon-
struted from the BDK events. The highlighted squares orrespond to the events for
whih a pair partile reahes the VD. The dashed lines orrespond to the eletron mass.
24% of the produed pairs arise through an interation where at least one of the quasi-
real photons involved has a virtuality larger than m
e
. Removing these events redues
the ross setion by about 24 mb, whih orresponds to the CAIN result (see table 3).
Moreover, only 33% of the VD bakground omes from two low virtuality photons, whih
orresponds to a ross setion of 12 b, again in aordane with CAIN (see table 4).
BDK being a genuine matrix element alulation, it should give the more reliable predi-
tion at large virtuality. On the other hand, the equivalent photon approximation should
be best in the quasi-real limit. Sine the two spetra have very similar shapes and sine
the additional ross setion predited by BDK, as ompared with the equivalent photon
approximation using a ut on photon virtualites at m
e
, is in the large virtuality part of
the spetrum, it an be argued that the Guinea-Pig predition, with the ut set at its
default value of half the invariant mass of the produed nal state, is the better one.
How muh this predition an be trusted is however limited by the fat that this default
ut, although it seems a rather natural hoie, is ad ho, while the matrix elements
used in BDK are only leading order ones. Nonetheless, what does seem lear is that the
ross setion predited by the equivalent photon approximation with a ut on photon
virtualities at m
e
is too small.
3 Impat of ILC beam parameter sets on pair
bakground rates in the VD
Looking at gure 7, two regions are interesting to highlight: that orresponding to events
whih an reah the VD, represented by the retangle, and the stripe where most events
aumulate after being deeted by the eletromagneti eld of the opposite beam. The
edge of this stripe is represented by the thik dashed line.
The aeptane retangle depends on the harateristis of the VD (length and radius)
and on the magneti eld, B, while the aumulation stripe depends on the beam pa-
rameters (
x
, 
z
, N). One has to be sure that the hosen beam parameters and VD
design allows the VD aeptane retangle to stay lear o the pair aumulation stripe,
alled in the following \inationary ase".
We have tested the ve oÆial sets of beam parameters: nominal, low Q, large Y, low
P and high luminosity, for three values of the magneti eld, 3T [7℄ , 4T [5℄ and 5T [6℄,
and four dierent inner VD layer radii, 10mm, 15mm, 20mm and 25mm. Results using
the TESLA TDR onguration are also given for referene and omparison, sine it
orresponds to a ase whih was studied in detail with full GEANT-based detetor sim-
ulations. Guinea-Pig was used with its default settings as previously desribed.
Table 6 gives the ross setions for the IPC partiles reahing the VD for all the studied
ases. The underlined numbers orrespond to inationary ases. For all suh ases, the
smallest VD inner layer radii are probably exluded.
Inreasing the magneti eld by 1T for a given VD design (15 or 20 mm) suppresses
on average 38% of the onsidered bakground. One an also notie an approximate
equivalene between the ases:
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 (r
1
= 20 mm; B = 4 T ) and (r
1
= 15 mm; B = 5 T ),
 (r
1
= 20 mm; B = 3 T ) and (r
1
= 15 mm; B = 4 T ),
 (r
1
= 15 mm; B = 3 T ) and (r
1
= 10 mm; B = 5 T ) exept for inationary ases.
Figure 11 shows the (P
t
; ) plane for IPC eletrons reahing the VD for r
1
= 15 mm and
B = 3; 4; 5 T and the evolution of the aumulation limit ompared to the ase with
nominal parameters (illustrated by the thik line). One an see that the nominal and
low Q designs lead to the same results, both for the ross setion and for the distane
between the VD aeptane and the pair aumulation region. The large Y design oers
the safest distane to the aumulation region while for the low P and high lum designs,
the aeptane of the VD at 3 and 4 T is too lose to the aumulation zone, not to say
inside, as it is learly shown in the last piture of gure 11. For this last design, the
hoie of B=3 T is probably exluded if an innermost VD layer of 15 mm is desired.
Finally, table 7 summarises the main results onerning the IPC and the bakground
in the VD. The integrated luminosities, L, are extrapolated from the luminosities per
bunh rossing, L
b
, given by Guinea-Pig. N
IPCe
=b is the number of partiles generated
by the IPC proesses and it depends both on the luminosity per bunh rossing, L
b
, and
the beamstrahlung radiation, quantied in table 7 by N

, the average number of emitted
photons per beam partile. One sees that the virtual-virtual proess is independant of
the hoie of beam parameters. The last part of table 7 gives an estimation of the
number of IPC bakground partiles reahing the VD for dierent inner layer radii and
magneti elds. Considering for example the TESLA VD design, i.e. r
1
= 15mm and
B = 4T , with the nominal, low Q and large Y beam parameter sets, ' 1:2 million/s
IPC partiles are estimated to reah the VD, while for the low P and high luminosity
designs the rates inrease to 1.5 and 3.3 million/s, respetively.
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[b℄ 3T 4T 5T 3T 4T 5T
TESLA TDR Nominal
r
1
= 10 mm 1320 171 9 90 7 1067 166 11 92 8
r
1
= 15 mm 85 7 49 5 30 4 88 8 59 6 39 5
r
1
= 20 mm 46 5 27 4 17 3 58 6 36 5 21 4
r
1
= 25 mm 34 4 19 3 11 2 42 5 23 4 16 3
Low Q Large Y
r
1
= 10 mm 600 143 14 90 11 351 18 189 13 129 11
r
1
= 15 mm 90 11 55 9 31 7 132 11 79 8 54 7
r
1
= 20 mm 53 9 31 7 20 5 79 8 51 7 32 5
r
1
= 25 mm 38 7 24 6 17 5 65 8 38 6 24 5
Low P High Lum
r
1
= 10 mm 3527 1731 410 4460 2807 1523
r
1
= 15 mm 145 7 77 5 50 4 490 70 5 40 3
r
1
= 20 mm 77 5 46 4 29 3 67 4 35 3 24 3
r
1
= 25 mm 59 5 33 3 20 3 48 4 28 3 18 2
Table 6: Cross setions in b for the pair bakground reahing the VD per bunh ross-
ing for dierent beam parameters sets. The TESLA TDR ase is shown for
referene.
15
Tesla - r = 15mm
θ (rad)
Pt
 (G
eV
/c)
10
-3
10
-2
10
-1
10 -2 10 -1 1
Nominal - r = 15mm
θ (rad)
Pt
 (G
eV
/c)
10
-3
10
-2
10
-1
10 -2 10 -1 1
Low Q - r = 15mm
θ (rad)
Pt
 (G
eV
/c)
10
-3
10
-2
10
-1
10 -2 10 -1 1
Large Y - r = 15mm
θ (rad)
Pt
 (G
eV
/c)
10
-3
10
-2
10
-1
10 -2 10 -1 1
Low P - r = 15mm
θ (rad)
Pt
 (G
eV
/c)
10
-3
10
-2
10
-1
10 -2 10 -1 1
High Lum - r = 15mm
θ (rad)
Pt
 (G
eV
/c)
10
-3
10
-2
10
-1
10 -2 10 -1 1
Figure 11: Pt versus  plane for the bakground eletrons reahing the VD for r
1
=
15 mm. The blak points are all the IPC partiles, generated inluding the
beam size eet (see setion 2). Blue square-shaped points orrespond to the
bakground in the VD for a magneti eld of 5T. Adding the green irle-
shaped (red triangle-shaped) ones, it orresponds to the bakground for 4T
(3T). The thik line indiates the edge of aumulation limit for the nominal
design.
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TESLA TDR Nominal Low Q Large Y Low P High Lum
Luminosities
L
b
[b
 1
℄ 1.92 1.46 0.71 1.14 2.84 3.44
L [nb
 1
:s
 1
℄ 27.0 20.6 20.0 16.1 18.9 48.5
IPC partiles
N

1.66 1.35 0.86 2.00 1.97 1.89
N
IPCe
=b 135200 96600 38100 96800 219000 258600

BW
=b [mb℄ 1.5 1.3 0.5 2.5 1.5 1.3

BH
=b [mb℄ 41 36 26 51 48 47

LL
=b [mb℄ 29 29 28 31 28 27
IPC partiles reahing the VD
r
1
= 15 mm B = 3 T
N
IPCe
=b 163 13 128 11 64 8 150 12 412 20 1700
N
IPCe
=train[10
3
℄ 460 362 360 424 548 4753
r
1
= 15 mm B = 4 T
N
IPCe
=b 94 10 86 9 39 6 90 9 220 15 240 15
N
IPCe
=train[10
3
℄ 265 243 220 254 291 679
r
1
= 15 mm B = 5 T
N
IPCe
=b 58 8 57 8 22 5 62 8 142 12 138 12
N
IPCe
=train[10
3
℄ 162 161 124 174 189 388
r
1
= 20 mm B = 3 T
N
IPCe
=b 88 9 85 9 38 6 90 9 219 15 230 15
N
IPCe
=train[10
3
℄ 249 239 212 254 291 650
r
1
= 20 mm B = 4 T
N
IPCe
=b 52 7 53 7 22 5 58 7 131 11 120 11
N
IPCe
=train[10
3
℄ 146 148 124 164 174 340
r
1
= 20 mm B = 5 T
N
IPCe
=b 33 6 31 6 14 4 36 6 82 9 83 9
N
IPCe
=train[10
3
℄ 92 86 80 103 110 233
Table 7: Guinea-Pig simulation results of bakground prodution for dierent ILC design
optimisations. The TESLA TDR ase is shown for referene.
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4 Conlusions
The goals of this study were on the one hand to evaluate the unertainty in the bak-
ground from inoherent pair reation reahing the VD diretly, predited by the beam-
beam interation simulation programs, Guinea-Pig and CAIN, and on the other hand
to evaluate the impat of the hoie of beam parameters on this bakground.
The inoherent pair reation ross setion predited in CAIN is 12% less than the one in
Guinea-Pig. This omes from the proesses involving virtual photons, Breit-Wheeler and
Landau-Lifshitz proesses, and is explained by the dierent hoies in the two programs
for the maximal value of the photon virtuality (set to the eletron mass in CAIN and to
half of the invariant mass of the produed nal state in Guinea-Pig). These dierenes
are enhaned for the fration of the events whih produe partiles reahing the VD
diretly, with CAIN prediting a 40% lower rate than Guinea-Pig. A omparison with
an e
+
e
 
! 4f dediated generator, BDK, was made for the Landau-Lifshitz proess
and showed a very good agreement between its results and those of Guinea-Pig. For the
VD bakground arising from this proess, CAIN predits a three times lower rate then
BDK. This dierene omes indeed from the hoie of virtuality limit sine the three
simulations leads to almost exatly the same results at low virtualities.
The similarity of the Guinea-Pig and BDK virtuality spetra found, added to the almost
equal ross setion preditions, seem to justify a hoie of virtuality limit larger than the
eletron mass, as has been done in Guinea-Pig. This gives some ondene in the results
from that program, even if the partiular value hosen does not have a rst priniple
explanation and the BDK alulation does not inlude any radiative orretions.
Other potential unertainties in the IPC rates predited may arise from the two die-
rent soures of virtual photon suppression, whih are modeled with eetive methods
in Guinea-Pig and CAIN, beause neither orresponds to a fully well-dened parameter
region where standard methods an be applied. However, for what onerns the bak-
ground in the VD, these two eets do not produe hanges in rates larger than about
10%, whih is small in the present ontext.
The design of the aelerator an on the other hand signiantly hange the rates of
diret pair bakgrounds in the VD, for a given magneti eld and inner layer radius.
Contrary to the nominal, low Q and large Y beam parameter sets, whih leave the hoies
of magneti eld and VD innermost layer radius rather open, the low P and high lum
designs would be more onstraining. For instane, for the ase of the high lum design,
to have similar bakground rates as with the other designs, a magneti eld of 5T and
a larger inner layer radius would have to be used.
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